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Evidence that Circuits Review
for Spatial and Color Vision
Segregate at the First Retinal Synapse
Why P Cells Are Thought to Serve the Opponent
Color Channels
Recording from single neurons in the parvocellular ge-
niculate layers, Wiesel and Hubel (1966) mapped re-
sponses such as those illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B.
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²Department of Neuroscience This cell increased firing to long wavelengths restricted
to a small center and was unaffected when the longUniversity of Pennsylvania Medical School
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 wavelengths extended into the surround. However, it
decreased firing when middle wavelengths covered
both center and surround. Complementary types were
also found: centers tuned to middle wavelengths withDifferent psychophysical ªchannelsº mediate our per-
surrounds tuned to long wavelengths, and centers tunedception of fine spatial patterns and color. The spatial
to short wavelengths with surrounds tuned to middlechannel compares the photon catch between adjacent
and long wavelengths. Similar response types werecones, regardless of type, and thus supports perception
found for retinal ganglion cells (de Monasterio, 1978a,of patterns as fine as the cone mosaic (Williams, 1986).
1978b).Color channels compare the photon catch between
To explain these measurements, Wiesel and Hubeldifferent cone types (Hurvich and Jameson, 1957;
proposed a simple circuit: for the center, selective con-Krauskopf et al., 1982). The ªblue/yellowº channel com-
vergence of one cone type onto an excitatory neuronpares the catch in cones sensitive to short (S) wave-
(bipolar cell); for the surround, selective convergencelengths with the catch in neighboring cones sensitive to
of the opposing cone type(s) onto an inhibitory neuronmiddle (M) and long (L) wavelengths (Pugh and Mollon,
(horizontal or amacrine cell; Figure 1C; also Reid and1979). The ªred/greenº channel compares the photon
Shapley, 1992). The P cell's extremely small center incatch in L and S cones with that in neighboring M cones
the fovea was attributed to the private pathway from(Thornton and Pugh, 1983; Calkins et al., 1992). Each
one cone to a ªmidgetº bipolar cell and midget ganglioncomparison is equivalent to a subtraction: for blue/yel-
cell (Figure 1D; Polyak, 1941; Boycott and Dowling,low, S2(M1L); for red/green, L2M1(S). The color chan-
1969; Perry et al., 1984; Kolb and Dekorver, 1991; Calkinsnels are rather coarse, with an acuity about one-third
et al., 1994). The observation that some P cells are spec-that of the spatial channel (Anderson et al., 1991; Seki-
trally opponent gradually led to a conviction that mostguchi et al., 1993).
P cells behave this way. Thus, Livingstone and HubelWhat neural circuits serve the psychophysical chan-
(1988) state: ªAbout 90% of the cells in the parvocellularnels for spatial acuity and color? The standard view is
layers of the geniculate are strikingly sensitive to differ-that messages for both channels are conveyed by one
ences in wavelength.... A typical parvo cell may, fortype of ganglion cell, termed ªP,º because it projects to
example, receive excitatory inputs to its receptive fielda parvocellular neuron in the lateral geniculate nucleus.
center from red cones only, and inhibitory inputs to itsThe parvocellular neuron would relay both messages to
receptive field surround from green cones only.º Wereprimary visual cortex where, finally, spatial and color
this assessment correct, then the P cell mosaic wouldinformation would begin to segregate (Ingling and Marti-
seem well suited to carry both spatial and spectral-nez-Uriegas, 1983; Lennie and D'Zmura, 1988; Hubel
difference signals to V1 where they are supposed toand Livingstone, 1990; De Valois and De Valois, 1993).
segregate (Hubel and Livingstone, 1990).This circuit design, by compressing two messages on
This idea seemed to be supported by behavioral ex-one axon, would minimize the number of axons in the
periments in which monkeys were trained to performoptic nerve and geniculo-striate radiation. But it would
spatial and color discriminations. When specific lesionsalso compromise the filtering of one or both messages
were placed in the lateral geniculate nucleus, damageand would reduce their shares of bandwidth (Atick,
to the parvocellular layers impaired both spatial acuity1992).
and color vision (Merigan, 1989; Schiller et al., 1990).Although this ªdouble dutyº hypothesis for the P cell
Thus, the hypothesis that the P/midget ganglion cellstill predominates (e.g., Boycott and WaÈ ssle, 1999), its
relays both spatial signals and also spectral-differenceanatomical and physiological basis has recently eroded.
signals to the cortex seemed proven. Yet evidence hasMeanwhile, new evidence has accumulated for an alter-
accumulated that the P cell is not selectively wired fornative view, that the densely distributed P cell serves
spectral opponency.only the fine spatial channel and that sparsely distrib-
uted ganglion cells serve the color channels (Rodieck,
1991). This circuit design would optimize filtering and The P Cell's Surround Is Spectrally Unselective
bandwidth at the cost of additional axons. Here, we The Wiesel-Hubel model assumed a regular alternation
summarize current evidence for both views, starting with of M and L cones (Figure 1C), but the mosaic actually
the origin of the P cell hypothesis. turns out to be ªpatchyº with M and L cones forming
clusters of like type (Mollon and Bowmaker, 1992; Cal-
kins et al., 1994; Packer et al., 1996; Roorda and Wil-³ E-mail: calkins@cvs.rochester.edu and peter@retina.anatomy.
upenn.edu. liams, 1999). A map of the foveal cone mosaic in a human
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Figure 1. Early Evidence for Spectral Oppo-
nency in P Cells
(A) Long wavelength spot on the receptive
field center excites a P cell (top); same spot
expanded to include the surround reveals no
spatial opponency (bottom).
(B) Same cell: spatial distribution of spectral
sensitivity. Center sensitivity peaks to long
wavelengths; surround sensitivity peaks to
middle wavelengths.
(C) Selective wiring of both center and sur-
round was proposed to explain responses
such as those in (A) and (B).
(D) Midget ganglion cell in central retina con-
nects via a midget bipolar cell to the synaptic
terminal of a single cone.
(A) through (C) are modified from Wiesel and
Hubel (1966); (D) is modified from Polyak
(1941). Reprinted with permission.
shows L cones are mostly surrounded by other L cones, inhibitory interneurons would need to skip large patches
of L cones.and only rarely is an L cone mostly surrounded by M
It is clear that horizontal cells, representing the firstcones (Figure 2). M cones, though sparser in this mosaic,
stage of lateral inhibition, do not skip M or L cones butare also more likely to be neighbored by other M cones
rather connect to all of them (Figure 3A; Boycott etthan to be completely surrounded by L cones. Such
al., 1987; Dacey et al., 1996; Goodchild et al., 1996a).clustering has a function: to conserve the spectral tuning
Conceivably, a horizontal cell could be excited by Lof cone signals that would otherwise be reduced by
cones and inhibited by M cones (or vice versa), as inelectrical coupling between different types (Hsu et al.,
goldfish (Stell, 1976). But intracellular recordings from2000). However, clustering implies that if P cell sur-
primate horizontal cells showed all responses to berounds were wired for spectral opponency, most sur-
spectrally broadband (Dacheux and Raviola, 1990; Da-rounds would have significant ªholesº where cones of
cey et al., 1996). Subsequent recordings confirmed thisthe center type are skipped. This would be especially
in detail, showing that a horizontal cell's response accu-true in Figure 2 for L center P cells: to form the surround,
rately reflects the local composition of the M and L cone
mosaic (Dacey et al., 2000). Thus, the P cell's first stage
of lateral inhibition is spectrally unselective.
Conceivably, amacrine cells could provide the P cell
with a spectrally selective surround. However, the actual
connections reconstructed from electron micrographs
indicate that this is unlikely. An amacrine cell process
contacted by a midget bipolar cell usually returns a
contact to the same bipolar cell and also contacts the
midget ganglion cell (Figures 3A and 4). Therefore, local
amacrine cell inhibition to the P cell is spectrally identical
to local excitation. Amacrine cell processes traced later-
ally from their contacts at a midget bipolar-to-ganglion
cell junction collect from all bipolar cell terminals within
their reach (Calkins and Sterling, 1996). Thus, the P cell's
second stage of lateral inhibition is also spectrally unse-
lective.
Figure 2. Distribution of M and L Cones is ªPatchyº
Distribution of cone types in the human fovea measured in vivo. S
The P Cell's Center beyond the Central Retina(blue), M (green), and L (red) cones were identified by selective
Is Spectrally Unselectivebleaching with monochromatic light. The M and L cones, whose
In central retina, out to about 78 eccentricity, the P gan-ratio here is about 1:3.8, form clusters of like type. From Roorda
and Williams (1999). Reprinted with permission. glion cell's receptive field center is spectrally selective
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Figure 4. Amacrine Cell Connections to a Midget Bipolar Cell Axon
and Midget Ganglion Cell Dendrite
Electron micrograph shows midget bipolar cell terminal (MB) con-
tacting midget ganglion cell dendrite (MG) at ribbon (r) synapses.
Amacrine cell processes (A) that inhibit the bipolar and ganglion cell
at conventional synapses (arrows) are postsynaptic to the same
bipolar cell; thus, they convey inhibition from the same cone type
that excites the ganglion cell. Modified from Calkins and Sterling
(1996). Reprinted with permission.
large expanses of retina, the P cell's center is spectrally
unselective.Figure 3. Circuits for P Cell Surround Are Unselective
(A) Horizontal cell (H) collects directly from both M and L cones and
P Cell Circuit Optimizes for Fine Spatial Detailinhibits midget bipolar cell dendrites; amacrine cells (A) also collect
M and L input via bipolar cells (B) and inhibit the midget bipolar cell We conclude that the initial model (Figure 1C) is incor-
axon terminal and the dendrites of the midget/P ganglion cell (G). rect. The P/midget ganglion cell does not select one
(B) To optimize its spatial signal, a ganglion cell should remove the cone type for its center and a different cone type for its
signal component shared with neighbors by subtracting a spatially
surround. Rather, it sums a spatially weighted averageweighted average of all surrounding cones.
of all the cones encompassed by the dendritic field and(C) To optimize its spectral-difference signal, a ganglion cell should
subtracts a spatially weighted average of all the conessubtract all the signals of one cone type from all the signals of the
other types. encompassed by a much broader surround region. In the
receptive field center, cone signals tend to be strongly
correlated because of correlations in the visual image,
and summing these signals improves the cell's signal-because its excitatory input derives from a single cone
(Figure 1D). But beyond this, the P cell's dendritic arbor to-noise ratio (Tsukamoto et al., 1990). In the surround,
cone signals are partially correlated with the center,expands. Initially, it forms two dendritic clusters, cou-
pling to two midget bipolar cell terminals, and finally it especially for low spatial frequencies, and subtracting
these signals reduces the spatially redundant informa-spans more than 100 mm, encompassing about 20
midget bipolar cell terminals (Figure 5; Dacey, 1993a). tion (Srinivasan et al., 1982). This dual filtering of high
(center) and low (surround) frequencies optimizes a spa-The P cell's dendritic field in the periphery contains
ªholesº that were thought to represent sites where bipo- tial signal to fill the P cell's coding capacity. This circuit
design makes perfect sense for a ganglion cell that sam-lar cell terminals from one cone type might avoid contact
(Figure 5B; Dacey, 1993a). But it is apparent that the ples with the highest spatial density at all retinal loca-
tions and thus sets the limit to spatial acuity (Thibos etholes separate dendritic clusters that reach out to adja-
cent midget bipolar cell terminals. The holes merely re- al., 1987; Dacey, 1993a).
flect the wider spacing of peripheral cones (Figure 5C;
see also Goodchild et al., 1996b). But Could P Cells Serve the Opponent Color
Channels Anyway?Where convergence onto the P cell remains small,
the cone mosaic's patchiness might allow some P cell The foveal P cell, although optimized for spatial signals
(Figure 3B), does exhibit some spectral opponency be-centers to be spectrally tuned. But as convergence rises
to more than 40 cones (Figure 5E), the P cell's center cause the unselective surround antagonizes a single
cone center (Lennie et al., 1991). Within the fovea, theshould increasingly reflect the average composition of
the cone mosaic, and recordings from peripheral midget strength of this opponency varies significantly (Padmos
and Norren, 1975; Schiller and Colby, 1983; Zrennerganglion cells support this (Dacey, 1996). Thus, across
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Figure 5. P Cell Center Expands beyond the
Fovea to Encompass Many Cones
(A) Midget ganglion cell at about 108 eccen-
tricity collects from two cones.
(B and C) Human midget ganglion cell at
about 408 eccentricity collects from about
20 midget bipolar cell terminals. ªHolesº in
the dendritic arbor (arrows) result from the
greater distance between cones and thus the
greater distance between midget bipolar
cells (see also Goodchild et al., 1996b).
(D) As the P cell dendritic field expands,
midget bipolar cell convergence rises to z20
and then falls (due to decreasing bipolar cell
density). Convergence is calculated as the
number of midget bipolar cells encompassed
by the midget ganglion cell dendritic tree
(based on measurements of Watanabe and
Rodieck, 1989; WaÈ ssle et al., 1994). In far pe-
riphery, several cones converge on a midget
bipolar cell; convergence is calculated as
cone density/midget bipolar cell density
(based on WaÈ ssle et al., 1994).
(E) Cone convergence onto the P cell rises
steadily with eccentricity for both macaque
and human. Calculation for physiology is
based on the range of measurements of ma-
caque P cell receptive field centers in retina
and lateral geniculate nucleus (de Monasterio
and Gouras, 1975; Derrington and Lennie,
1984; Croner and Kaplan, 1995) and of ma-
caque cone spatial densities (Packer et al.,
1989). This brackets the anatomical conver-
gence calculated from the dendritic field ar-
eas and cone densities (calculated from
Packer et al., 1989; Watanabe and Rodieck,
1989; Curcio et al., 1990; Dacey, 1993a).
(A) is from Polyak (1941); (B) and (C) are from
Dacey (1993a) (human ganglion cell) and from
WaÈ ssle et al. (1994) (macaque midget bipolar
cell terminals). Reprinted with permission.
and Gouras, 1983; see Figure 9.16 in Wandell, 1995). an even greater problem (Kingdom and Mullen, 1995).
Furthermore, the decline in red/green sensitivity wouldConceivably, P cells with variable degrees of spectral
opponency could converge to support a color channel be equally consistent with a ganglion cell optimized for
spectral opponency.(Lennie and D'Zmura, 1988; Hubel and Livingstone,
1990; De Valois and De Valois, 1993). But their conver-
gence would also convey a ªluminanceº signal (achro-
matic intensity), which the opponent color channels Opponent Color Channels in the Periphery
When appropriate stimuli are delivered to peripheral ret-lack. Kingdom and Mullen (1995) tested various models
by which a circuit might discard this luminance signal ina, even as far out as 908, color is perceived (Noorlander
et al., 1983). Furthermore, it is perceived with the samebut found none that worked. They concluded that, if P
cells do underlie the opponent color channels, separa- range of hues and with the same capacity to discriminate
hues as in the fovea (Gordon and Abramov, 1977; Stabelltion of luminance from color ªmust occur beyond the
early cortical level.º Alternatively, the P cell's spectrally and Stabell, 1982; Noorlander et al., 1983; van Esch et
al., 1984). Out to at least 458, plots of sensitivity versusopponent information may simply be inseparable from
its achromatic information and therefore unusable by wavelength show narrow spectral peaks with minima
where the spectral sensitivities cross for the L and Mthe color opponent channels.
Outside of the fovea, as the number of cones rises in cones and also for the S and M1L cones (Kuyk, 1982).
These minima (neutral points) occur at virtually the samethe P cell center (Figure 5E), its spectral opponency
declines (see Figure 5.10 in Lennie et al., 1991). Mullen wavelengths as for the fovea (Hibino, 1992; Nerger et
al., 1995). In short, the basic features of opponent colorand Kingdom (1996) calculate that this decline would
cause contrast sensitivity to fall faster for red/green channels are robust in the periphery.
What declines most sharply for the color channels isstimuli than for achromatic stimuli, consistent with psy-
chophysical measurements (Anderson et al., 1991). On spatial resolution. For example, the blue/yellow channel
in the fovea detects an isoluminant grating down tothe other hand, the luminance component for the periph-
eral P cell would be larger than for the foveal P cell, so about 10 cycles/8 (Stromeyer et al., 1978; Mullen, 1985;
Sekiguchi et al., 1993), but at 258 eccentricity detectionseparating luminance from the color signal would be
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Figure 6. A Circuit Optimized for the Blue/
Yellow Color Channel
(A) Foveal ganglion cell, branching in the ON
stratum of the inner synaptic layer, collects
from S bipolar cells; branching in the OFF
stratum, it collects synapses from M1L bipo-
lar cells. Modified from Calkins et al. (1998).
The ganglion cell fires to onset of short wave-
lengths (blue trace) and also to offset of mid-
dle/long wavelengths (yellow trace); scale 5
200 impulses/sec. Traces from Dacey and
Lee (1994). Reprinted with permission.
(B) Resolution limit of this ganglion cell type
calculated from its spatial density (see text)
agrees with measurements of acuity for S
cone stimuli (averaged from Stromeyer et al.,
1978; Noorlander et al., 1983; Williams et al.,
1983; Mullen; 1985; Hess et al., 1989; Seki-
guchi et al., 1993).
requires a much coarser grating, about 1 cycle/8 (Noor- arbor, cospatial with the first, in the OFF stratum (Dacey,
1993b; Dacey and Lee, 1994; Ghosh et al., 1997). Inlander et al., 1983; Hess et al., 1989). Similarly, the red/
green channel in the fovea detects an isoluminant grat- peripheral retina (208 eccentricity), the dendritic field
spans about 200 mm (Dacey, 1993b); assuming that theing down to 20±27 cycles/8, but at 308 eccentricity detec-
tion requires a much coarser grating, about 0.7 cycle/8 dendritic fields ªtile,º we calculate a sampling density
of about 80 cells/mm2. This would support detection(Anderson et al., 1991; Sekiguchi et al., 1993). Spatial
acuity in a given channel is generally set by the sampling of a blue/yellow grating down to about 1.5 cycles/8,
close to the actual psychophysical limit at this eccen-density of its dedicated ganglion cell (Boycott and WaÈ s-
sle, 1991). For example, achromatic acuity is set all tricity (Figure 6B; Noorlander et al., 1983; Hess et al.,
1989).across the retina by the P cell's sampling density (Thibos
et al., 1987; Dacey, 1993a). Therefore, one might expect The same cell type was identified in the fovea by
electron microscopy (Figure 6A; Calkins et al., 1998).spatial acuity for the color channels to be set by ganglion
cell types with low sampling density. Dendrites of the ON stratum receive synapses from a
bipolar cell type connected strictly to S cones (Kouyama
and Marshak, 1992), and dendrites of the OFF stratumA Dedicated Circuit for the Blue/Yellow Color Channel
A circuit optimized to serve an opponent color channel receive synapses from bipolar cell types connected to
M and L cones. The cell's sampling density in the foveashould subtract the signals of one cone type from
those of the other types (Figure 3C; Buchsbaum and is much higher than in the periphery, one ganglion cell
for every S cone or about 2000 cells/mm2 (Curcio et al.,Gottschalk, 1983; Derrico and Buchsbaum, 1991). Be-
cause the receptive field would be spectrally opponent 1991; Calkins et al., 1998). This would support detection
of a blue/yellow grating down to about 10 cycles/8, thebut not spatially opponent, there would be no luminance
signal to be discarded later. Critically, the pure spectral- actual psychophysical limit (Mullen, 1985; Sekiguchi et
al., 1993). Thus, although the S2(M1L) ganglion cell isdifference signal could be maximally amplified to fill the
ganglion cell's dynamic range. Such receptive fields, much sparser than the P cell, it is dense enough all
across the retina to match the spatial acuity of the blue/S2(M1L) and L2M, were mapped for neurons in parvo-
cellular geniculate (Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; Dreher et yellow channel (Figure 6B). The S2(M1L) cell accounts
for about 3% of all foveal ganglion cells (Calkins et al.,al., 1976; Derrington et al., 1984; Reid and Shapley, 1992;
Lee, 1996) and for the retina (de Monasterio and Gouras, 1998); this is the cost of employing a dedicated circuit
to optimize processing for a color channel.1975; de Monasterio, 1978c; Zrenner, 1983a, 1983b).
But, because these cells were observed rarely, they have What mechanism performs the subtraction? The S
bipolar and the M1L bipolar cells both release glutamatebeen doubted as likely sources of the robust spectrally
opponent signals in striate cortex and as inputs to the onto ionotropic receptors of the bistratified ganglion
cell, so both inputs are excitatory. However, one stagecolor channels (e.g., Lee, 1996; Engel et al., 1997).
A critical advance was to identify morphologically the earlier, the S bipolar cell dendrites express a metabo-
tropic glutamate receptor (probably mGluR6) that closesganglion cell corresponding to the S2(M1L) receptive
field. Intracellular recording and staining revealed a ªbi- cation channels, whereas the M1L bipolar cell dendrites
express ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) that openstratifiedº ganglion cell, with one dendritic arbor deep
in the inner retina's ON stratum and another dendritic cation channels (e.g., Morigiwa and Vardi, 1999). Con-
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(Figure 7B). One candidate is a ganglion cell branching
in the OFF stratum that receives synapses from the S
bipolar cell (Calkins et al., 1998). If this ganglion cell also
receives synapses from an L2M bipolar cell, its signal
would be L2M1(S), corresponding to the red/green
channel defined psychophysically (Hurvich and Jame-
son, 1957; Wooten and Werner, 1979; Stromeyer et al.,
1998).
An L2M1(S) ganglion cell should sample sparsely
compared to the P cell. In the fovea, we resolve an
isoluminant red/green grating down to 20±27 cycles/8
(Anderson et al., 1991; Sekiguchi et al., 1993), which
would require an L2M1(S) density of about 27,000 cells/
mm2. By comparison, P density is about 400,000 cells/
mm2 (two P cells per cone; Calkins et al., 1994; Kolb
Figure 7. Molecular Mechanism for Extracting the Spectral-Differ- and Dekorver, 1991; Curcio et al., 1990). Thus, an
ence Signal L2M1(S) cell should be about 15-fold sparser than the
(A) S bipolar cell dendrites express a metabotropic glutamate recep- P cell. With three to four ganglion cells per foveal cone
tor (mGluR6) that closes cation channels, whereas M1L bipolar (WaÈ ssle et al., 1990; SjoÈ strand et al., 1994), L2M1(S)
dendrites express an ionotropic glutamate receptor (iGluR) that
cells would constitute only about 5% of all foveal gan-opens cation channels (Morigiwa and Vardi, 1999). Consequently,
glion cells. The next crucial step is to identify this cellS cones and M1L cones evoke opposing currents. The two bipolar
morphologically.cell types sum their outputs at the ganglion cell, thereby effecting
the subtraction S2(M1L).
(B) Hypothesized circuit for an L2M1(S) ganglion cell using the The P Cell in Retrospect
same molecular mechanism.
If P cells do not contribute to color opponent channels,
why is color perception affected by a lesion of the parvo-
cellular geniculate? Possibly because the lesion alsosequently, S cones and M1L cones evoke opposing
currents, and their summation effects a subtraction, destroys neurons of the koniocellular geniculate layers,
which are sandwiched between the principal layers andS2(M1L), which is linear (Chichilnisky and Baylor, 1999).
Thus, a critical step for optimal encoding occurs right which project to the cytochrome oxidase blobs of striate
cortex (Casagrande, 1993; Hendry and Yoshioka, 1994).at the cone output and depends on a simple molecular
trick: two receptors with the same reversal potential but The S2(M1L) ganglion cell projects to certain K layers
(Martin et al., 1997; Reid et al., 1997, Soc. Neurosci.,opposite responses to glutamate (Figure 7A).
abstract). The L2M1(S) ganglion cell, still to be identi-
fied morphologically, might also project to a K layer. AA Dedicated Circuit for the Red/Green Channel?
An L2M ganglion cell and its geniculate counterpart key behavioral test would ablate the P and K layers
separately and then compare losses of fine spatial andhave been observed repeatedly by extracellular re-
cordings (Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; de Monasterio and color discrimination, but at present this is technically
unfeasible.Gouras, 1975; Dreher et al., 1976; de Monasterio, 1978c;
Reid and Shapley, 1992; Lee, 1996). This receptive field Whatever produced the conviction that the P cell cen-
ter and surround are spectrally selective? One earlytype has not yet been identified morphologically, but
known circuitry suggests a specific model (Figure 7B). method searched for spectrally opponent cells by
adapting one cone type and then probing center or sur-Most bipolar cells (except for the S bipolar cells) collect
synapses unselectively from all the cone terminals within round for cones of the opposite type (e.g., de Monasterio
and Gouras, 1975; Padmos and Norren, 1975; Marrocotheir reach (Boycott and WaÈ ssle, 1999). This makes it
unlikely that there are pure L and pure M bipolar cells and De Valois, 1977). Naturally, this would exaggerate
spectral opponency by densensitizing cones whosedriven by opposing types of glutamate receptor. How-
ever, one type of bipolar cell might express iGluRs on contribution, fairly weighed, would render the cell spec-
trally mixed.dendrites with L cone input and mGluRs on dendrites
with M cone input (or vice versa). Indeed, this appears Another likely source of error was the physiologist's
practice of dividing a population into ªtypesº based on ato be the case for the B10 bipolar cell in turtle (Haver-
kamp et al., 1999). This cell depolarizes to long wave- single parameter. When a P cell showed strong spectral
opponency, as some should in a patchy mosaic, it waslengths and hyperpolarizes to middle wavelengths. Its
dendrites traced to L cones (identified by red oil drop- called ªtype 1,º and when another P cell showed weak
spectral opponency or none at all, it was called ªtypelets) formed the central elements at the cone invagi-
nationsÐtypical of mGluR6 synapses. Its dendrites 3ºÐeven though the ªtypesº were otherwise identical
(Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; Derrington and Lennie, 1984).traced to M cones (identified by yellow oil droplets)
formed basal contacts, typical of iGluR synapses (Mori- One can now appreciate that both responses arise from
a single morphological type, the midget cell. The originalgiwa and Vardi, 1999). Whether a similar bipolar cell
exists in primate remains a question, but at least there types 1 and 3 can now be understood as artifactual; they
merely represent tails of the continuously distributedis an evolutionary precedent.
If the L2M subtraction is accomplished within a bipo- spectral sensitivity whose peak corresponds to the local
M/L ratio (Derrington et al., 1984).lar cell, the target ganglion cell could be monostratified
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Calkins, D.J., Tsukamoto, Y., and Sterling, P. (1998). MicrocircuitryThere is an important lesson here: a neuron ªtypeº
and mosaic of a blue/yellow ganglion cell in the primate retina. J.cannot be defined by a single, continuously variable
Neurosci. 18, 3373±3385.parameter. ªTypeº can only be defined by strong corre-
Casagrande, V.A. (1993). A third visual pathway to primate area V1.lations between multiple parameters (such as cell mor-
Trends Neurosci. 17, 305±310.
phology, synaptic connections, neurochemistry, and
Chichilnisky, E.J., and Baylor, D.A. (1999). Receptive-field micro-
response properties) that cause ªclustersº in a multi- structure of blue-yellow ganglion cells in primate retina. Nature Neu-
parametric space (Rodieck and Brening, 1983; Sterling, rosci. 2, 889±893.
1983; Cohen and Sterling, 1990; Hendry and Calkins, Cohen, E., and Sterling, P. (1990). Demonstration of cell types among
1998). cone bipolar neurons of cat retina. Philos. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B
Biol. Sci. 330, 305±321.
Croner, L.J, and Kaplan, E. (1995). Receptive fields of P and MImplications for Neural Coding
ganglion cells across the primate retina. Vision Res. 35, 7±24.We can conclude that signals segregate early for the
Curcio, C.A., Sloan, K.R., Kalina, R.E., and Hendrickson, A.E. (1990).fine spatial channel and the blue/yellow color channel.
Human photoreceptor topography. J. Comp. Neurol. 292, 497±523.Signals probably also segregate early for the red/green
Curcio, C.A., Allen, K.A., Sloan, K.R., Lerea, C.L., Hurley, J.B., Klock,channel via a dedicated ganglion cellÐwhose morphol-
I.B., and Milam, A.H. (1991). Distribution and morphology of human
ogy remains to be identified. Early segregation offers cone photoreceptors stained with anti-blue opsin. J. Comp. Neurol.
several advantages. First, spatial filtering of both mes- 312, 610±624.
sages can be optimized, whereas a single channel would Dacey, D.M. (1993a). The mosaic of midget ganglion cells in the
require compromise and thus be suboptimal for one or human retina. J. Neurosci. 13, 5334±5355.
both messages (Figures 3B and 3C; Atick, 1992; King- Dacey, D.M. (1993b). Morphology of a small field bistratified ganglion
cell type in the macaque and human retina. Vis. Neurosci. 10, 1081±dom and Mullen, 1995). Second, temporal filtering of
1098.both messages can be optimized; for example, the
Dacey, D.M. (1996). Circuitry for color coding in the primate retina.slower blue/yellow channel can integrate for longer
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 582±588.(Pugh and Mollon, 1979). Third, each message can fill
Dacey, D.M., and Lee, B.B. (1994). The `blue-on' opponent pathwaythe whole dynamic range of its dedicated ganglion cell
in primate retina originates from a distinct bistratified ganglion cell(which seems quite limitedÐonly about 10 spikes per
type. Nature 367, 731±735.
integration time). Finally, by computing a spectral-differ-
Dacey, D.M., Lee, B.B., Stafford, D.K., Pokorny, J., and Smith, V.C.
ence signal at the cone output with a simple molecular (1996). Horizontal cells of the primate retina: cone specificity without
trick, elaborate anatomical circuits to separate lumi- spectral opponency. Science 271, 656±659.
nance from color signals are rendered unnecessary. This Dacey, D.M., Diller, L.C., Verweij, J., and Williams, D.R. (2000). Physi-
may be important for retina and brain where space for ology of L and M cone inputs to H1 horizontal cells in primate retina.
J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, in press.circuitry is limited (Hsu et al., 1998).
Dacheux, R.F., and Raviola, E. (1990). Physiology of H1 horizontal
cells in the primate retina. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B Biol. Sci. 239,Acknowledgments
213±230.
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